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Abstract
Massive spin 2 theories in flat or cosmological (  6= 0) backgrounds are subject to
discontinuities as the masses tend to zero. We show and explain physically why their
Newtonian limits do not inherit this behaviour. On the other hand, conventional
\Newtonian cosmology" ( where  is a constant source of the potential ) displays
quite dierent discontinuities; in particular  is totally removable for any non-zero
mass.
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It is well known that higher spin elds in flat space lead to nitely dierent interactions
among their prescribed, conserved 2 sources depending on whether they are strictly massless
or have a mass, however small. This possible discontinuity, absent for spins less than 3/2,
is universal for higher spins. It was rst found explicitly for spin 2 [1, 2] and for spin
3/2 [3]. More recently [4, 5, 6, 7] the question has been re-opened for these models when
they propagate in a background cosmological ( 6= 0 ) space. The presence of this second
dimensional constant provides alternative paths, and outcomes, for the massless limit. In
particular, the spin 2 case with, say, two (background covariantly conserved ) sources
(Tµν , t











where D is the usual massive (A)dS scalar propagator whose m = 0 and  = 0 limits are
smooth and GΛ,m is the gravitational constant for the particular (, m) model. The old
discontinuity 3 at  = 0 led to a relative coecient 1/3 in the second term versus 1/2 if m2
is identically zero. When  6= 0, there is an innite number of limits available; in particular
m2 ! 0 followed by ! 0 reproduces the 1/2 factor. The fermionic spin 3/2 case is similar
but with additional subtleties [8, 9] concerning the meaning of \masslessness" when  6= 0.
Our purpose here is to discuss the same set of problems in the Newtonian counterparts of
the above linearised models as well as in traditional Newtonian cosmology. We emphasize
that there is no viable non-linear massive gravity [10]; in particular even its ‘Schwarzschild’
solution [11, 12] is highly singular in m.
Before considering the details, we argue physically that the Newtonian limit of (1)
must be immune to discontinuities because by its very denition, it is only valid for c!1.
Thus only ( T0
0 = ρ, t0
0 = σ ) fail to vanish: we have an eective scalar theory with only
slow sources and one \experiment" to t with one coupling constant. There is no \light-
bending" to t, as there is no light (c =1).
2The massless, gauge, theories are consistent only if the sources are xed and conserved.
3The eect of 1/3 versus 1/2 was a nite discrepancy between predictions for experiments involving
only slow ( tµν ! t00 only) and those involving light-like ( e.g. tµ µ = 0) sources. For, and only for,
the value 1/2 could both light bending and Newtonian gravity agree with observation since the coupling
constant GΛ,m is used up to x the latter’s strength.
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d3x ρ Y σ , (2)
where Y is the Yukawa potential and 2G0,m/3 is tuned to the observed Newtonian constant.
Since the Yukawa potential reduces continuously to 1/r, the m ! 0 process is perfectly
smooth.
If, on the other hand,  6= 0, the eective interaction becomes




d3x ρ YΛ σ , (3)




3m2 − 2 . (4)
This (m2, ) dependence of GN would seem to involve some dangerous points. How-
ever, in the original theory whose limit this is, all models with 0 < 3m2 < 2 are non-
unitary and so irrelevant [4, 9]. This excludes the region where the fraction in (4) would
turn negative, as well as the point 2m2 =  where the numerator vanishes 4. The 3m2 = 2
model [13] is unitary but has gauge invariance that requires its conserved sources to be
traceless as well, so it simply has no meaningful Newtonian limit. As a result, the physical
region relevant to (4) consists of the usual gauge point m2 = 0, together with that part of
the (m2, ) plane for which m2 > 2/3, including of course AdS space where  < 0. Any
limit of (m2, ) ! 0 in this region is perfectly smooth, leading to a well-dened positive
GN .
We now turn to a dierent, if similarly named, model, Newtonian cosmology (see
for example [14]). This is neither the above Newtonian limit of linearised gravity about
its (A)dS vacuum backgrounds, nor even obviously that about the (false) flat vacuum
4Although it might be amusing to study this model, we emphasize that it is really a simple case of
cancellation between Newtonian attraction and the non-unitary helicity zero ghost’s repulsive contribution.
Its relativistic, non-unitary, ancestor simply leads to an interaction between the traceless parts of the stress
tensor.
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background. This model consists of a Poisson equation with constant background, for the
potential
r2−  = 0. (5)
Adding a nite range would then lead to the most general non-relativistic system 5
r2−m2−  = 0. (6)
The generic solution is of course



















This last,  = 0, case goes smoothly to 0,0 = C/r as m vanishes. The usual m = 0 solution
(8) also has a smooth  ! 0 limit, though of course any non-zero  is radically dierent
from the  = 0 solution. The most amusing is the generic Λ,m of (7). Supercially it
appears to be discontinuous as m vanishes, but on the other hand a constant addition to a
potential does not eect the force ; note also the contrast to the case (8) where  appears
through the combination r2. In fact the /m2 term is a red herring as can be seen by
redening (for any nite m) ~ =  + /m2, making  disappear altogether. This a truly
cosmic m! 0 discontinuity!
Our study of Newtonian limits has borne out the physical argument that a theory with
a single source (T00) and a single scalar eld component has no scope for \interesting"
5For a nice historical account of nite range Newtonian forces (in the absence of a cosmological term )
rst studied by Neumann and Seeliger in the late 19th century as well as Einstein’s ideas on the Newtonian
limit of  6= 0 General Relativity, we refer the reader to [15].
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behaviour. We showed that all unitary massive spin 2 theories coupled to conserved,
traceful, Tµν have Newtonian limits smooth in (m
2, ). Instead, Newtonian cosmology
depends on (m2, ) in ways that do permit qualitative discontinuities, as exemplied by
the fact that any (m2 6= 0, ) model is equivalent to one with (m2, 0), but does not limit
to the (0, ) ones.
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